Pertronix distributors

Patented Flame-Thrower Series performance-proven systems in billet or OE style for virtually
any engine. Replace your outdated points or stock distributor with a PerTronix performance
proven system. We offer a full-range of electronic distributors to suit your vehicle and your
budget. Magnetic Trigger Electronic Distributors are an extension of our billet line and come
loaded with features at a competitive price point. Stock-Look Electronic Distributors maintain
the integrity of your vintage engine compartment with all the features you'll appreciate from an
aftermarket distributor. Finally, for the ultimate set-up you can purchase one of our Distributor
Bundles that brings you the best of PerTronix Electronic Distributor Ignition Systems in one
package. Each distributor has a precision CNC-machine billet housing that providing a strong,
yet lightweight unit. We hand polish and buff to a high luster that adds to the beauty under the
hood. The perfect alternative to the competition offering more value with precision engineered
features including accurate signaling and superior dimensional stability. Flame-Thrower "Stock
Look" distributors are loaded with features that you would expect from a high performance part,
yet maintain the original look for the ultimate sleeper. We build our distributors with all new
components not re-manufactured parts like the others. No need to hassle with adjusting points
or replacing capacitors because our distributors come equipped with maintenance free
electronics providing decades of trouble free operation. PerTronix Marine Flame-Thrower billet
electronic distributors share many of the performance features that you find in our automotive
electronic distributors. PerTronix is the leading producer of Electronic Distributors for gas,
propane, and LP powered industrial engines. Many Wisconsin and Continental engines are
equipped with our industrial electronic distributors from the factory. PerTronix electronic
distributors offer proven performance, reduced maintenance downtime, improved economy,
faster starts and extended tune-up intervals. Our electronic Industrial Distributors are also
direct replacements for many point-type Delco, and Prestolite Distributors. PerTronix makes it
easy including everything you need that has been engineered to perform at its best in once box.
Bundles include a Flame-Thrower Billet Plug n' Play electronic distributor with Ignitor II or III
electronic ignition modules, a matching low resistance Flame-Thrower chrome coil topped off
with a set of 8mm MAGx2 universal wires featuring silicone jackets to resist high temperatures.
PerTronix does not currently ship our products internationally from our web store.
Overwhelmed with your options? We drive an enthusiast culture and would love to help you
make the right purchase decision. PerTronix Electronic Distributors Replace your outdated
points or stock distributor with a PerTronix performance proven system. Product Highlights.
Automotive Billet Electronic Distributors Each distributor has a precision CNC-machine billet
housing that providing a strong, yet lightweight unit. Plug n' Play Billet Distributors are
designed for maximum ignition performance with Ignitor II or Ignitor III integrated electronic
ignition conversion modules Tempered distributor shaft has low torsion displacement for
accurate timing and extended operational life Upper ball bearing and oil impregnated bronze
lower bushing work together to reduce friction and provide shaft and advance mechanism
stability reducing high RPM vibration Adjustable mechanical advance with proprietary limiting
function permits multiple setting. Distributors are factory set with a performance advance curve
and are provided with additional springs for custom advance curves Legal in all 50 states and
Canada C. D Shop Now. Magnetic Trigger Electronic Distributors The perfect alternative to the
competition offering more value with precision engineered features including accurate signaling
and superior dimensional stability. Precision magnetic pick up coil and reluctor offer accurate
signaling at low and high RPM Specially engineered reluctor made from lighweight FC alloy
offers superior dimensional stability and symmetrical spark separation Overmolded magnetic
pick up coil supports windings while providing excellent resistance to corrosion Vacuum
advance equipped with lockout provision included Shop Now. Lightweight cast aluminum
housing Integrated Electronic Ignition Solid State Ignitor Ignitor II with adaptive dwell control
Ignitor III with built in adjustable REV Limiteer and multi-spark through redline High dielectric
strength cap and rotors with brass contacts Optimized phasing insures maximum energy to the
spark plug Tailored advance curve for optimal performance and drivability Legal in all 50 states
and Canada C. Lightweight aluminum alloy housing High dielectric strength cap with brass
terminals and low resistance coil brush Balanced rotor designed to reduce vibration at high
RPMs Precision machined chromoly advance weights and center plate to eliminate erratic
timing Additional advance springs included for fine tuning of the advance curve Shop Now.
Marine Billet Electronic Distributors PerTronix Marine Flame-Thrower billet electronic
distributors share many of the performance features that you find in our automotive electronic
distributors. Precision CNC machined T6 billet aluminum housing is lightweight yet strong
Tempered distributor shaft has low torsion displacement for accurate timing and extended
operational life Upper ball bearing and oil impregnated bronze lower bushing work together to
reduce friction and provide shaft and advance mechanism stability reducing high RPM vibration

Precision stamped and balanced mechanical advance weights eliminate erratic timing
Adjustable mechanical advance with proprietary limiting function permits multiple settings
Legal in all 50 states and Canada C. Shop Now. Tech Resources. Call Us Our qualified team is
always here to answer your questions at Contact Us. PerTronix Ignition Catalog Full color
catalog with part number reference. Download Now. Billet Electronic Distributor Dimensions
Find the dimensions for your application. Industrial Electronic Distributor Dimensions Find the
dimensions for your application. Easy Returns Have confidence in your purchase with
hassle-free returns. Technical Knowhow Always call us first! Our qualified team is available to
answer all your questions. Enthusiast Guidance Overwhelmed with your options? PerTronix has
designed an economical update for your vintage Volvo to change your ignition distributor to
electronic instead of mechanical no more points and condenser. The small, self contained unit
fits inside the distributor with a simple two-wire connection to the coil. It provides strong spark
throughout the entire RPM range and years of maintenance free performance. The Ignitor
system operates magnetically with no moving parts to wear out. If the point lobes are worn on
your distributor you can salvage it by installing this system. Disclaimer: Performance products
sold by IPD have not been tested or approved by any international, federal or local governing
agency for street use, thus are designated for non-road or race track use only. Although every
effort is made to maintain or improve upon the emissions standards and safety of your Volvo,
some of our products may not be legal for street use in your region. IPD makes no claim of
fitness or certification for such use and leave it up to you to research the laws of your region.
Unless you bought your classic Volvo brand new and know its full history, there's a good
chance the distributor has been changed or modified. Our breakerless ignition kits are matched
to the distributor number, eliminating possible mis-orders for cars that are not wearing their
original distributors. To help us identify the proper kit for your specific car, please check your
Bosch distributor part number. On early distributors this number will be found on an oval tag
riveted to the distributor body. On later distributors the number is simply stamped on the body
see picture. Pertronix was founded in as Per-Lux, and was known for being primarily a
manufacturer of driving and fog lights for the heavy-duty market big rig trucks. In the early 70's,
they came up with the idea of an electronic ignition system that would replace the points and
condenser in distributors. Only a few automotive applications were available in those early
years, but automotive enthusiasts began using the Ignitor for the superior performance it
offered. Their name changed in to PerTronix , and it signaled the company's total commitment
to the ignition business. With the tremendous growth of the performance industry in the 90's,
PerTronix began to shift their emphasis to their automotive products. Checkout or Continue
Shopping. A Core Charge is a refundable deposit added to the price of a product by a
manufacturer as a bounty to encourage the return of rebuildable cores. Cores must be complete
returned in the manufacturer's box with part number markings to qualify for refund. Typically,
the core is returned in the box that contained the replacement product. Available to Order
means the item is readily available from one or more supplier warehouses and should be
available to ship within a timely manner unless otherwise noted on the product listing. These
suppliers have good fill rates, but even if they are out of stock, we may be able to source it from
a variety of alternative source. We are at the most 10 days away from all those warehouses,
usually much less. Does that mean we will always have your product available within that
window? Honestly, no. We offer a wide variety of high quality replacement, maintenance and
restoration car parts plus our own line of heavy duty and performance products. Not many
others can match our knowledge and dedication to providing the very best customer service in
the market. We have a physical location, live customer service agents you can call and
extensive inventory so we can ship products to you quickly. Our customer and vehicle first
approach means that your experience is our first priority. We have truly hassle-free returns and
provide do-it-yourself DIY guides and videos for many of our products. Local: All trademarks
and trade names are the property of their respective trademark holders. Ask us a question. Be
the first to write a review! Product Information Product Description PerTronix has designed an
economical update for your vintage Volvo to change your ignition distributor to electronic
instead of mechanical no more points and condenser. This kit includes the E diode wire kit.
Product Videos. Potential Product Fitment Issues Unless you bought your classic Volvo brand
new and know its full history, there's a good chance the distributor has been changed or
modified. PDF KB. Product Images. About Pertronix Pertronix was founded in as Per-Lux, and
was known for being primarily a manufacturer of driving and fog lights for the heavy-duty
market big rig trucks. Vehicle Fitment Guide. You might be interested in these products.
Shipping Estimate. Product Reviews. Add to Cart Cancel. Cores must be complete mostly
assembled and not missing parts to qualify for refund. Core return and any shipping associated
with it is the customer's responsibility. Replace your outdated points, electronic distributor or

bulky HEI with performance proven systems with PerTronix. Simply install the Flame-Thrower
Billet Distributor in the engine, connect two wires and start it up! Flame-Thrower distributors
feature the reliable and accurate Ignitor II pickup module for maximum performance in a
compact package. Compatible with most CD ignition systems. On Sale. Garage Sale. Tell us
what vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking for. Don't see what
you're looking for? Click below to see more ways to filter your search. Products to Compare
max of 3 X. Pertronix Flame-Thrower Distributors. You've Selected:. Clear All. Select Your
Vehicle. See More Filters. Sort by: Relevance Selected. Show: 30 Results. Part D Ships Free.
Quick View. Part Load More Products. Relevance Selected. Select Your Vehicle Tell us what
vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking for. Product Line. See
More. See Less. Engine Family. Ford Small Block V8 Chevy Small Block V8 Chevy Big Block V8
Ford FE V8 Ford Big Block V8 Chrysler Small Block V8 9. Chrysler Big Block V8 9. Chevy
W-Series V8 8. Chevy Inline Six 7. Buick Small Block V8 6. Oldsmobile V8 6. Pontiac V8 6. Chevy
Degree V6 5. Chrysler Hemi V8 5. Ford Inline Four 4. AMC V8 2. Buick Big Block V8 2. Buick V6
2. Distributor Cap Color. Advance Type. Housing Material. Cap Type. Housing Finish. Additional
Filters Don't see what you're looking for? Trigger Style. External Ignition Box Required. Sync
Signal. Marine Use. Cap Terminal Style. Gear Rotation. Muscle Car Classic Truck Street Rod
Truck Accessories Modern Muscle T-Bucket Oval Track Sport Compact Sold in Quantity.
Customer Rating. See All Filters. See Less Filters. On Sale. Garage Sale. Tell us what vehicle
you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking for. Don't see what you're looking
for? Click below to see more ways to filter your search. Products to Compare max of 3 X.
PerTronix Distributors. Ignition, Charging and Starting. Distributor and Magneto. You've
Selected:. Clear All. Select Your Vehicle. See More Filters. Sort by: Relevance Selected
autogage tach wiring
wiring diagram subaru forester 2004
2006 audi a4 interior
. Show: 30 Results. Part D Ships Free. Quick View. Part Load More Products. Relevance
Selected. Select Your Vehicle Tell us what vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly
what you're looking for. Cap Type. Cap Terminal Style. Advance Type. Trigger Style. External
Ignition Box Required. Additional Filters Don't see what you're looking for? Gear Material.
Product Line. Engine Family. Ford Small Block V8 Chevy Big Block V8 Chevy Small Block V8
Ford FE V8 Ford Big Block V8 Oldsmobile V8 Chrysler Big Block V8 9. Pontiac V8 9. Chrysler
Small Block V8 9. Chevy W-Series V8 8. Chevy Inline Six 7. Buick Small Block V8 6. Chrysler
Hemi V8 5. Chevy Degree V6 5. Ford Inline Four 4. AMC V8 2. Buick Big Block V8 2. Buick V6 2.
See More. See Less. Sync Signal. Distributor Cap Color. Housing Finish. Marine Use. Gear
Rotation. Muscle Car Classic Truck Truck Accessories Modern Muscle Street Rod T-Bucket Oval
Track Sport Compact Sold in Quantity. Customer Rating. See All Filters. See Less Filters.

